



We live in a difficult twenty-first century and the technological progress increases the rate of our life. Every second of it we think, work, learn, teach or do something else. We need a lot of time for every part of our life, but it isn’t always enough. A very big part of our so valuable time we waste on the roads, going somewhere. Advances in technology are key factors in promoting change. At the same time, only new technologies can help us find out time for every aspect of our modern life. One of the most popular kinds of transport is a car. It is a comfortable way to get somewhere, but it is also rather dangerous. The main reason is that people behind the wheel are not careful enough. Driving a car, we think about our problems and dreams, planning our dinner etc. There are a lot of accidents and death because of it. And now, we can solve this problem!
The world's largest search engine company announced it has a fleet of self-driving cars, which together have already logged 140,000 miles across the state of California. Google has assembled a team of engineers from the U.S. government agency DARPA's challenge over the past several years. During the entire drive, the cars were never left completely unmanned, and had trained drivers in the car to navigate in case things went wrong, according to Google. Automated cars use video cameras, radar sensors and a laser range finder to “see” other traffic, as well as detailed maps (which we collect using manually driven vehicles) to navigate the road ahead. This is all made possible by Google’s data centers, which can process the enormous amounts of information gathered by our cars when mapping their terrain. It can makes people’s life more safely and less stressful! The company has not said yet what it is going to do with the cars, but they should be a good business for Google, because they draw heavily on Google’s data centers.
Most initial reports of the Google Car announcement predict the technology is still a few years out from becoming reality, but we are hopeful it will become a reality very soon!
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